Neural correlates of cognitive dysfunction after cardiac surgery.
Patients who underwent cardiac surgery and their relatives often complain on postoperative memory impairment. Most prospective neuropsychological studies also found postoperative cognitive decline early after surgery. Nevertheless, recently several reports questioned the existence of long-term brain alterations in these patient cohorts. The present review was aimed to clear up the true cardiac surgery effects on brain and cognitive functions. The reviewed data evidence that cardiac surgery interventions induce persistent localized brain ischemic lesions along with rapidly reversing global brain swelling and decreased metabolism. A range of studies showed that left temporal region was especially prone to perioperative ischemic injury, and these findings might explain persistent verbal short-term memory decline in a considerable proportion of cardiac surgery patient cohorts. Speed/time of cognitive performance is commonly decreased early after on-pump surgery either. Nevertheless, no association between psychomotor speed slowing and intraoperative embolic load was found. The rapid recovery of the latter cognitive domain might be better explained by surgery related acute global brain metabolism changes rather than ischemic injury effects. Hence, analyses of performance on separate cognitive tests rather than summarized cognitive indexes are strongly recommended for future neuropsychological studies of cardiac surgery outcomes.